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IAbstract
Age-dependent failure modelling has been dominated by life-distribution
based analvsis. In this paper a case is presented for shifting the focus to the
"operationally correct" ha~ard (or failure) function and letcing it be the pivotal
quantity in the mathematical and statistical analysis.
Despite the equivalence in information content between the life distribution
and the hazard function it tums out that this shift has clear and acute
implications in the actual application of reliability theory as well as in
introducing coherence into concepts and order into failure models. In addition
related issues like aging characterizations or comparison of failure mechanisms
become less arbitrary with a hazard-function based general approach.
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The dominance of life disvibutions in the mathematical representation of
age-dependent failure mechanisms, within the general framework of reliability
theory, stems from the focality of these functions in general disvibution theory
with their classical preset correspondence to random variables. As a
mathematical tool for age-dependent failure modelling the hazard (or
failure-rate) function did gain an important role in the development of
reliability theory (as consolidated in Barlow and Proschan (1965)) but in
comparison it still has been a subdued one. As a matter of fact the hazard
function contains the same amount of information on the failure mechanism as
the life disvibution, because the two functions completely determine each other,
yet it represenu a different starting point and as it turns out this could have a
meaningful effect on reliability analysis and application. In this paper we want
to highlight such aspects and draw some conclusions of interest to reliabilit}~
researchers and practitioners.
I. Mathematical Analysis of Failures
T7ie hazard function is defined as the conditional probability density of an
imminent failure after a certain age given that this age h~ been survived. Its
relationship to the life disvibution F(.) is given by (when it exists and that will
be assumed throughout the paper)
r( x) - f( X)
F( x)
i3
where f(~) - F'(.) and F(-) - I-F(-) .
Bv its definition the hazard function is tailored to the basic single-failure
reliabilit}' model where the item can only have one failure and the only factor
that matters in that regard is the item's age (with no other data on the item's
reliability state, or proneness to failure, observable or actually observed). To
rephrase a cliché from the world of social sciences the hazard function, by iu
very definition, is "operationally correct" in that it looks to the future from the
present and bases probabilistic predictions, regarding future failures, on the
available data from the past (which in this reliability model is merely the item's
age). It is indeed this "operadonal correctness" of the ha7srd function that
probably motivated its use in the context of Cox's proportional hazard
statistical modelling and testing approach (Cox and Oakes (1984))- where the
effect of different explanatory variables on the time to failure is examined
through the resulting mathematical vansformation on a"base-line" hazard
function.
As a mathematical analysis tool the hazard function can be classified as a
micro approach in the sense that it focuses on the infinitesimal interval,
following any given age that had been survived, and then aggregates it over all
ages to construct the "whole picture". Such a"marginal type" analysis can
facilitate the mathematics considerably as well as to make the tackling of
certain model generalizations easier ( see Berg (1994) for a more elaborate
discussion of this issue and examples).4
Classification and Choice of Failure Mechanisms
Due to a general innate belief in symmetry and smoothness (and, no doubt,
mathematical convenience too) failure mechanisms are usually represented by
"nice" mathematical functions. With life distributions as the starting point of
choosing a failure mechanism. "nice" distribution functions like Weibull,
log-normal, etc, become natural candidates. If, however, we adopt hazard
functioru as our starting point and still follow the innate instinct for "niceness",
different and new failure mechanisms emerge. Before we turn to some concrete
examples we further motivate the general procedure.
The use of the hazsrd function as the pivotal quantity for the choice oC a
failure mechanism should be based on iu intrinsic properties. For example, if
we feel that the failure proneness increases with age we shall opt for a
monotonically increasing hazard function (i.e., in the present language, an
"IFR (increasing failure-rate) distribution"). Thus. an aging characterization
is not anymore a consequence ( to be checked mathematically) of the initial
choice of a failure mechanísm, as is the case when we start with life
distributions, but rather an originotor and a primary consideration in the choice
process.
This can be further refined by adding a general assessment of the
mathematical form of the above monotonicity (with age) of the proneness to
failure, e.g.,: linear, polynomial, logarithmic, etc. This leads to a much more
sensible classification of failure mechanisms through the mathematical behavior
of a quamity of clear intrinsic physical interpretation namely, the proneness to5
failure as the age varies. Beyond the order thus induced, which is of clear
usefulness on its own in the development of the theory. there are also acute
implications in actual implementations.
Consider first a linear hazard function:
r(x) - ax t b, x~ 0; a,b ~ 0




zr(u)du (sometimes called the integrated hazard function),
0
we find that the corresponding life distribution is a product of an exponential
and Weibull distribution (or, more precisely, it corresponds to the distribution
of a random variable that can be represented as the minimum of two
independent random variables, one with an exponential distribution and the
other with a Weibull one). Thus, even this simple and basic choice of a hazard
function leads to an unusua] life distribution which one would not arrive at just
by guessing. Things become even more acute if for instance we opt for a
logarithmic hazard function - representing a much slower growth with age in
the proneness to failure:
r(x)-Pn(ax~b), x~0. a~0, b~l.
In this case we find by (1)6
b
ezba
F(x) - x~ 0
pz-b '
(axyb) a
which is a complete rarity in age-dependent failure modelling and is unlikely
to be guessed at all despite the clear and natural procedure that brought it
abOUL
We can thus generate different and new age-dependent failure mechanisms
(with the respective life-distributions), which by clear underlying reasoning are
narural candidates for that role and ones that are utterly unlikely to be arrived
at by life-distribution guessing.
This can have a meaningful impact on reliability applications since with
usual statistical practices: "goodness of fit" tests with "flexible" significance
levels and often insufficient data in comparíson to the number of free
parameters, one would be forgiven to note that the initial guesses of the failure
mechanism very much determine the outcome of the process.
The Case of Repainble Items
The above failure modelling is tailored to single-failure items, i.e., those
that are discarded upon the first failure. In many other cases, however, an item
is more likely to be repaired upon failure with complete scrapping taking place
only if repair is judged unworthwhile. In the later cases associating the term life
with the time to failure, indeed the first failure, is in fact a misnomer and so isaccordingly the term "life" distribution. Also the age of an item is not anymore
the only piece of data we have and by merely observing the failure history our
data base also includes past failures and the nature of the ensuing repair actions
with their impact on future evolution of the failure process.
A bridging case between the single failure and the repaírable situations is
that of failures followed by "minimal repairs" - a notion originally introduced
in Barlow and Proschan (1965) (and the papers cited there) - where the repair
action merely restores the item's operability without affecting iu future failure
behaviour. Here again the age of the item is the only data needed from the
item's past since by the very nature of the minimal repairs the failure history is
irrelevant for the future evolution of the failure proce.ss (or, more formally,
given the items' age the future of the failure process is conditionally
independent of the past history - a Markovian type process property). Thu.s.
while the term "life distribution" remains a misnomer, because we still deal
with a failure process. the hazard function, which relates the failure likelihood
to the item's age, retains its appropriateness.
Moreover, due to the independent increment property of the failure process
that is generated by minimal repairs at failure, the resulting stochastic process
is uniquely characterized as a Poisson process, nonhomogeneous in time, whose
intensit} function is by definition the hazard function. From this we also have
that the mean number of failures per unit of time as
R( x) ( 2) u(x) - X .a
Now, p( x) represents a physical quantity and one that is based on an
average and therefore it is expected to be represented by a smoothly behaving
function. Suppose that p(x) is assumed to be linear.
~(x) - axtb,
then combining (1) with l2) we obtain the con esponding life distribution which
is a product of Weibull distributions. 7he logarithmic function
p(x) -~ n(axtb), ac~0 , a~ 0, b~ 1
gives rise, by (1) and (2), to the corresponding life distribution
F(x) - (ax}b)-z .
Once more, despite the very "nice" starting mathematical forms of ~(x) in
the above cases, the equivalent life distributions do not belong to any of the
common life disvibutions in use in reliability applications and are unlikely to be
arrived at by "direct guessing".
In this case the pivotal quantity is p(x) , rather than r(x) (as in the
single-failure case), and an increasing monotonicity property of it resembles
that of the IF'RA ( increasing failure rate on average) aging characterization
(Barlow and Proschan (1975)). We need to say resemble because an aging
characterization belongs in principle to the realm of the single-failure case
since it only depends on the time's age and not on any intervening events.9
Indeed, the physical interpretation imputed intó {~(x) in the minimal repair
failure process rescues this rather odd aging characterization because within the
single-failure model, to which it has been devised, it has no clear phy.scal
meaning: it is there just a functional of the life distribution or the hazard
function. Furthermore, iu suitability as an aging characterization is dubious in
the first place because it is not preserved under aging. That is, an item may
have the property when it is new but not later (with respect to its remaining
life). For an agng characterization not to be preserved under aBng is indeed a
serious deficiency and if we want to add preservation under aging to the IF'RA
we are back to the "good old" IFR More fon~nally, an IF'RA distribution is
preserved under aging if and only if it is also IF'R (see the Appendix for
mathematical details on the above argumenu). Note that the above holds,
subject to the necessary modifications, also for the DFRA (decreasing failure
rate on average) aging characterization.
Notions that would correspond, in the case of a failure process with minimal
repairs, to aging characterization in the single failure model are process
functionals that characterize the deterioration (or enhancement) of the item's
reliability status as its age varies. One such functional, which parallels the
remaining-life notion in the single failure model, is
Z(y) - the time until the next failure at age y.
Because of the aforementioned Markovian property with respect to the
item's age (which remains the only necessary data from the past) Z(y) inheriu
all the properties of X(y) in the single failure model, where
X(y) - the (remaining) life of an item of age y(y~ 0).
Another such functional which depends on the very fact that an item can10
have multiple failures during its life, and hencé has no parallel in the single
failure model, is the number of failures in the tíme (or age) intervals of given
length. More precisely, letting N(x) be the number of failures until age x, this
functional is defined as the behavior of N(x}t) - N(x), for some fixed t~ 0,
as x varies.
Hazard Rate Ordering and Aging Characterization
If the ha7ard function is the pivotal quantity for age-dependent failure
modelling the natural corresponding tool for comparison of time-to-failures is
HRO (ha7ard rate ordering) which orden them on the basis of their hazard
functions. The formal definition of HRO (e.g.. Ross (1983)) is: Given the two
random variables X1 and X2 we have
X1 C X~ if rl(x) ~ rz(x) for alt x.
HRO
where r;(x) (i-1,2) is the hazard function associated with (the distribution of
X,).
We have discussed above the primary role, in the modelling process, of
aging characterization and the predominance of IFR in that regard. T7ie
following property reveals an intrinsic link between these two basic concepts
(see proof in the Appendix):
X(y) is decreasing (increasing) HRO with y if and only if the complete life X
is IFR (DFR).
It is noteworthy that such a property has already been observed (Barlow and
Proschan (1975) but with (the more commonly used) stochastic-ordering (SO:
for definition see e.g., Ross (1983)) instead of hazard-rate-ordering. Thus SO
Iit
and (the generally svonger) HRO are actually eqtiivalent in this context but it is
only through the representation of the property with HRO, as done here, that
the comprehensive role of the hazard function is revealed.
Turning to the repairable case, with minimal repairs at failures, we again see
that the monotonicity of r(.) implies (indeed, equivalent to) hazard rate
ordering of the above mentioned process functionals-that characterize
reliability deterioration (or enhancement) with age. More precisely we have the
Collowing properties:
(a) Z(y) is decrcasing (increasing) HRO with age if and only if r(-) is
increasing ( decreasing).
(b) N(xtt) - N(x) is increasing ( decreasing) HRO with the age x, for
any t~0, if and only if r(.) is increasing (decreasing).
Conclusion
In this "back-to-basics" paper we are taking a closer look at some
fundamental concepts and analysis tools with a view to put things in a proper
perspective. In this sense it is an orientation paper but, as it often turns out,
achieving clarity of thought and preciseness of formulation also yields concrete
and tangible resulu. In particular, we see that the modelling of age-dependent
failure mechanisms is based on sounder principles when hazard functions are
used as the pivotal quantities enabling the invoduction of a clear and
convenient classification scheme of failure models and the rationaliiation of the
Iassociated statistical procedures.
Of course this should hot be construed as an exclusion of the life distribution
notion in the actual process of failure modelling. In the single-failure case, for
instance, if there is available data in terms of item lives then there is a useful
interplay between the hazard function, still serving as a starting point, and the
life distribution, where their equivalence in terms of the embedded information
content, on the underlying probabilistic mechanism of failures, ensures a simple
and smooth transition between these two failure modelling tools.
In addition, a desirable property in the reliability context, namely, the
preservation under aging of aging characterization, is achieved when the ha7ard
function monotonicity is the basis for such a characterization, i.e., IFR (or
DFR) rather than IFRA (or DFRA). The interrelationship of this aging
characterization with the ha7ard-function based ordering criterion: HRO,
manifesu the all-around completeness of the general approach advocated.
Taking the suggested methodological approach beyond age-dependent
failure modelling is problematic in that the dominance, or even exclusivity, of
the item's age in the formulation disappears. ~Ihis relates to general failure and
repair processes as well as to statístical models which superimpose Bayesian
learning procedures on the stochastic failure process. Still, the "operational
correctness" of the hazard function notion, now wíthin a broader and more
abstract framework, retains iu validity because of the yet stronger usefulness of
a micro t}~pe analysis and one that uses the present as iu staning point with
history being part of the "data-base" for probabilistic assessments on future
failures and the consequent decision making - which is what reliabilit}-
analysis is really about13
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To show that IF'RA is not preserved under aging consider a hazard function
r(x) and suppose that it is IFRA but not IF'R. Then there must exist at least
one age-interval ( assuming for mathematical convenience that r(.) is
continuous), in whích r(.) is decreasing, say in (y, yth). Now take an item of
age y, and denote its ha7srd function by r„(x). It is es.sy to verify, fcom basic
principles, that
r„(x) - r(xtY). x~ 0 for all given y~ 0. (3)
Since r(.) is decreasing in (y,yth) we have that r~(x) is decreasing in (O,h)
from which we conclude ( in the same way that it is verified in general that DFR
R„( x)
entails DFRA, e.g., Barlow and Proschan ( 1975)) that x is decreasing in
(y,yth) and the argument is now proved.
ihe method of proof also reveals that the only way to remedy this deficiency
of the IFRA, i.e., to make it preserved under aging, is to disallow r(-) to be
decreasing in any age-interval, i.e., it must be ffR.
The other direction of the if and only if statement follows immediately from15
the fact that IFR entails )FRA (Barlow and Proschan (1975)).
(ii) HRO and IFR
That a decreasing HRO of the X(y) entails ~FR is an immediate consequence
of HRO being svonger than SO. Tiie other direction follows directly from (3)
since from it we observe that the non-decreasing property of r(.) implies that
for any y2)yi~0 we must have ry2(x) ~ ryl(x) for all x~ 0.
(iii) Proof of the statement (with self-evident shorthand notatíon):
N(xtt) - N(x) í(!) for all t~ 0 if and only if r(x) ?(:) x.
HRO
Proof.
iTle statement results from the combination of the following facts:
(a) N(x}t)-N(t) - Poisson (R(xtt) - R(x)), for all x, t~ 0,
(b) R( xtt) - R(x) ;(!) x for all t~ 0 if and only if r( x) í(!) x, and
(c) The Poisson family of disvibutions is increasing HRO with tespect to iu
parameter (Ross (1983)), or formall}-
if X(a) ~ Poisson ( a) then X(a)HR ~
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